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Abstract

'Aerospace is seen as a key technology today owing to its growth in Asia in general and India
in particular. Indian aerospace scientists and engineers currently working on strategically
important projects depend heavily on rapid collection of informationfrom various electronic
information resources. Seeking information through e-resources is an upcoming and an
endearing activity. The coming of the Internet has totally transformed the way scientific
communication has spread among the scientists and engineers in general across the world
and more specifically amongst the aerospace scientists and engineers. Aerospace scientists
and engineers greatly depend upon the network and Internet technologies for accessing
electronic information resources (most importantly electronicjournals) related to aerospace
engineering rightat their desktops. TheIndian aerospace scientists and engineers representing
the various aerospace organizations in Bangalore belong to different scientific designations
or cadres or grades. These designations represent their scientific hierarchy within the
organization. As part of an ongoing research, a questionnaire based survey was undertaken
to study the association of scientific designations with the 'Extent of Use of electronic
information resources' and 'Purpose of the Useof the Internet'. The study has been restricted
to the geographic boundary of the city of Bangalore and the selected 16 aerospace Indian
organizations. The present analysis is purely based on the 583 responses that were found
suitable for the study out of the 625 questionnaires distributed. The responses from the
participants towards the 'extent of use of electronic information resources' and the 'Purpose
of Use of the Internet' versus the' association of scientific designations' were graded on a
scale of 0 to 4 with 4 representing 'Most Frequently'. The major findings that the authors
would like to report in this paper are: (a) The X2 test indicates that the different grades
(designations) of the aerospace scientists and engineers (Chi-Square =156.599, P =0.0438)
by the 'Use of Electronic Information Resources' have significant association, and 'Purpose
of Use of the Internet' (Chi-Square = 124.452, P = 0.5722) have no significant association.

Paper Code: V63 N3n36-2011. Manuscript received on 25 Nov 2010. Reviewed and accepted as a Technology Application Note
on17Mar 2011
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This implies that percentages of preference for these different grades (designations) of
aerospace scientists and engineers by the 'Extent of Useof Electronic Information Resources'
are not approximately the same and the 'Purpose of Use of the Internet' are approximately
the same. (b) Hence, the authors infer that the 'Extent of Use of Electronic Information
Resources' show a dissimilar pattern of use, and the 'Purpose of Use of the Internet' show a
similar pattern of use amongst the aerospace scientists and engineers with regard to the
different designations/grades of the selected 16 aerospace organizations.

Key Words: Aerospace Scientists and Engineers, Electronic Information Resources, Cross-
association analysis, Aerospace Organizations, scientific designations, Internet, Scholarly
Communication, Search Engines, Scientific Web Sites, Geographic Boundary of Bangalore

Introduction

Aviation is one of the most significant technological
marvels of our time and empowers the nation with
strength. It is a major tool for economic development and
has a significant role in national security and international
relations. India has been fortunate to have started aeronau-
tics related activities as early as 1940, with the estab-
lishment of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) in
Bangalore. The Company was conceived by the visionary
and far-sighted industrialist, Sir Walchand Hirachand in
Dec 1940 in association with the then Government of
Mysore.

Aerospace engineering is the application of advanced
science and technology for the design and development of
flight vehicles. These include aircraft, spacecraft, missiles
and rockets. An aerospace engineer develops new tech-
nologies for control, navigation and propulsion that will
lead to future milestones in the history of flight. Originally
called aeronautical engineering dealing solely with air-
craft, the broader term "aerospace engineering" has re-
placed the former in most usage, as flight technology
advanced to include craft operating outside the earth's
atmosphere. In analogy with "aeronautical engineering",
the branch is sometimes referred to as astronautical engi-
neering, although this term usually only concerns craft
which operate in outer space.

The city of Bangalore is popularly known as the 'Aero-
space Hub' of the country with many key aerospace or-
ganizations which have already been established several
years ago like

· National Aerospace Laboratories (NAL)

· Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL)

· Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE)

· Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO)

· Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA)

It also comprises many key Indian Air Force estab-
lishments like

· Air Force Systems and Testing Establishment (ASTE)

· Air Force Technical College (AFTC)

· Institute of Aviation Medicine (lAM)

In a nutshell, many of these organizations come under the
broad umbrella of

· Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)

· Defense Research and Development Organizations
(DRDO)

· Indian Air Force (IAF)

· Space Research Organizations· Educational Institutions like IISc (Department of Aero-
space Engineering) and· Major Public Sector undertakings

All of them in their own way have significantly contrib-
uted to a large number of Indian aerospace programmes.

Amongst these aerospace organizations, National
Aerospace Laboratories occupies a very special place.
NAL is India's premier civil aviation R and D aerospace
research organization in the country. The main mandate
during its initial years of establishment was the 'Develop-
ment of aerospace technologies with strong science con-
tent and their practical application to the design and
construction of flight vehicles'. NAL is also required 'to
use its aerospace technology base for general industrial
applications'. NAL, today is in its 50th year of existence
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and over these years has made remarkable contributions
to a variety of Indian aerospace programmes. It also has
well-established aerospace related collaborative projects
with reputed international agencies. NAL is the harbinger
of civil aviation design and development activities in
India. In the years to come, 'Technology' would be its core
engine-driver for the future. NAL is also best known for
its main sophisticated aerospace R and D testing facilities
which are not only unique for this country but also com-
parable to similar facilities elsewhere in the world, [36].

Today, every NAL scientist has access to online elec-
tronic scholarly information right at their desktops. This
has been possible with the help of the National Institute of
Science Communication and Information Resources
(NISCAIR) through its CSIR e-conglomerate. Access has
been provided to almost 6,000 e-journals by tying up with
23 international publishers. This facility enables any CSIR
scientist to access, browse, search and download 'full-
text' journal articles from any computer system connected
to the campus wide network. This clearly indicates that
'Electronic Information Resources', more so in the form
or e-}ournals are extremely important to an aerospace
scientist and engineer to keep pace with global Rand D
[37].

The present work is a joint initiative with the Depart-
ment of Studies in Library and Information Science (DOS,
LIS), Mysore and the National Aerospace Laboratories,
Bangalore [38].

Evolution of Scholarly Communication and Role of
Electronic Media

Traditionally scientists and engineers would use print
resources; after the emergence of electronic media, the
usage of e-resources is on the rise. This can be noticed in

studies made by well known authors in the field.

Kling and McKim, [2000], say that the shift towards
the use of electronic media in scholarly communication
appears to be an inescapable path. They say that the use of
electronic media to support scientific communication is
one of the major shifts in the practice of science in this era.
According to them, electronic communication media can
often expedite special kinds of communications between
scientists who work across continents and 10-15 time
zones while reducing the marginal costs of communica-
tion. Today, the Internet is the primary medium of this

r

communication. To substantiate the role of the Internet in
increasing scholarly productivity, several studies indicate
that the frequent use of the Internet for information re-
trieval and communication is associated with the increase
in publication by scientists Barjak, [2006] and has im-
proved scholarly communication, Brown, Found and
McConnell, [2007]; Rowlands and Olivieri, [2006].

According to Kling and McKim [2000], different sci-
entific fields have developed and use distinctly different
communicative forums, both in the paper and electronic
areas, and these forums play different communicative
roles within the field. One thing is clear that we are in the
early stages of electronic communication revolution, and
it is only a matter of time before other fields converge on
a stable set of electronic forums -"sooner or later everyone
will catch on" and learn to use the e-media structures in all
fields.

According to Odlyzko [2002], traditional journals,
even those available electronically, are changing slowly.
However, there is rapid evolution in scholarly communi-
cation. Usage is moving to electronic formats. In some
areas, it appears that electronic versions of papers are
being read about as often as the printed journal versions.
He mentions that although there are serious difficulties in
comparing figures from different media, the growth rates
in usage of electronic scholarly information are suffi-
ciently high that if they continue for a few years, there will
be no doubt that print versions will be more or less
'eclipsed'. Further, he adds, that much of the electronic
information that is accessed is outside the formal scholarly
publication process. There is also vigorous growth in the
forms of electronic communication that take advantage of
the unique capabilities of the web, which simply do not fit
into the traditional journal-publishing format. The In-
ternet is growing rapidly. Typical growth rates, whether
of bytes of traffic on backbones, or of hosts, are of the
order of 100percent per year. When one looks at usage of
scholarly information online, typical growth rates are in
the 50 to 100 percent range.

Need for Electronic Information Resources and

Services among the Scientists and Engineers

During the late 1980's and early 1990's many new
information technologies arose that revolutionized the
way in which people searched for and gathered informa-
tion. More and more publications began to profile the
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impact that new electronic resources had on different
populations. The coming ofthe Internet itself was the most
fundamental shift since Gutenberg's invention of the
printing press, Gleeson [200I].

Somewhere between 1994 and 1996 there was a pro-
found shift in electronic resource usage by scientists. The
shift could be attributed to the increase in popularity and
usability of the Internet itself as well as the resources it
contained. Curtis; Weller and Hurd [1997] opine that the
increase in the use of the electronic information resources
was attributed to the availability of more and better elec-
tronic resources, desktop access through networked work-
stations, and user-friendly interface design. With the
coming of the twenty-first century, successful storage and
retrieval of the exponentially growing body of scientific
information quickly became dependent upon the Internet
and World Wide Web.

The way in which scientists seek information to sup-
port teaching, research and creative activities is changing
as new technologies and information delivery systems
emerge, Brown [1999]. Consequently, the traditional
model of scientific communication proposed by Garvey
and Griffith [1972], which states that information is pri-
marily disseminated through, and subsequently becomes
most highly valued when printed in, refereed journals, is
being challenged. An early model of electronic communi-
cation proposed by Lancaster [1978], and modernized by
Hurd [1998], bypasses printed journals, indexes, and ab-
stracting tools and suggests that scientific information
dissemination will eventually be purely electronic. In the
light of the escalating cost to libraries for purchasing and
archiving printed scholarly journals, electronic journals
may prove to become the only alternative for maintaining
an active platform for scientific scholarly communication,
Tenopir and King [1997], Odlyzko [1998] and Walker
[1998].

Electronic information services are obviously an up-
coming and endearing activity among all the scientists and
engineers irrespective of their disciplines and work envi-
ronment. The on-line access services and the Internet
services are the two of the most popular library services in
electronic formats today. Several studies conducted reveal
that the use of e-resources has improved the quality of
research work and inspired new ideas. About 60 percent
of the researchers feel that the use of electronic informa-
tion resources has made it easier to keep up-to-date with
the developments in their field, and greatly saved their
working time.

Aerospace and Defence Resources (AERADE)
Pioneering Initiatives in Promoting the

Use of Aerospace Electronic Information
Resources

The Aerospace Information Management -UK (AIM-
UK) project - found compelling evidence of 'under-utili-
zation' of 'electronic information resources' by the
aerospace scientists and engineers. It recommended a
number of initiatives to raise awareness and improve
access to useful electronic information resources, and to
reduce the threat of 'information overload'. In particular,
there was a call to establish an Internet gateway and portal
to the aerospace and defence community that would act as
a "jumping-off-point" for effective exploration and re-
trieval of information on the World Wide Web. Launched

in November, 1999, AERADE is specifically designed to
meet this need. It is an initiative developed by the Cran-
field University to enable aerospace and defence experts
to find relevant information on the Internet. Today, the
reports archive is a historical collection of over 10,000
significant technical papers and reports produced by the
Aeronautic Research Council (ARC) and the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), Hanley;
Harrington and Blagden, [1998].

Use Patterns of Electronic Information Resources

Several studies on the influence of the use of electronic

information resources on scholarly work have indicated
that the use of electronic literature has improved their work

considerably in several ways.

Today Governments, R and D institutions and Univer-
sities invest substantial sums of money for providing
scholars with the digital literature they need for their
research work with the intention that improved access to
electronic information resources will lead to increasing
scholarly productivity. The transformation of the physical
library to the virtual library probably saves time, since one
can access publications from one's desktop. The extent of
publications available online combined with easier access
has tremendously improved scholars' ability to keep
abreast in their field, and perhaps inspired new ideas and
ultimately enhanced the quality of their work.

Several studies on the perceived influence of e-re-
sources use on scholarly productivity have indicated that
factors like:

· Easier to find material
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have considerably influenced the quality of work of the
scholars and inspired new ideas to some extent.

Vakkari [2006, 2008], interalia says that the number
of and variety of different sorts of databases ranging from
journal databases to reference databases to fact databases
are increasingly accessible from scholar's desktops,
Borgman [2000]. In his study on the influence of elec-
tronic information resources on scholarly work and publi-
cation productivity, he mentions that the influence of
electronic resources on scholarly productivity can be dif-
ferentiated in two dimensions: (a) in improved accessibil-
ity and availability of literature and (b) the second is more
directly related to the content and quality of scholarly
work. The perceived improved access is positively asso-
ciated with the number of international publications pro-
duced, among doctoral students in particular. The more
direct influence of e-resource use on the content of schol-

arly work is, however, not associated with publication
productivity. The results seem to imply that investments
in academic digital libraries are beneficial for the re-
searchers and the Universities.

He studied the perceived influence of e-resource use
on scholarly work and productivity. He mentions that,
about 60 percent of the researchers are of the opinion that
the use of digital resources has also considerably extended
the range of material available, made it easier to keep
up-to-date with the developments in their field, and saved
their working time. The majority of the scholars also felt

that the use of e-resources has improved the qualityof their
work and inspired new ideas. Of the total number of
scholars interviewed, 44 percent believe that the use of
these resources has improved the quality of their work to
some extent; where as 38 percent are of the opinion that
the improvement has been considerable. The correspond-
ing figures concerning getting new ideas are 49 percent
versus 32 percent. The proportion of those who feel that
e-resources have not improved their work at all or who are
not able to answer the question is in most dimensions
under 10percent. Thus, the respondents perceive that the
use of e-resources has indeed influenced their work, con-
siderably in most cases. He also feels that the perceived
availability of digital literature is perhaps the strongest
predictor of e-resource use. Therefore, we can expect that
it also influences the scholars' perception of the influence
of e-resource on their work and on access to information.

The Electronic Journals and the Changing Patterns
of Use

It is absolutely clear that traditional printjournals, even
those available electronically are slowly changing. There
is a paradigm shift in their usage and they are moving
towards electronic formats. Many studies have revealed
that the electronic versions of papers are being read about
as often as the printed journal versions. The coming of the
World Wide Web has propelled this vigorous growth of
the electronic forms of communication which simply do
not fit into the traditional publishing format. With the
coming of age of the electronic journals, it has totally
altered the way scholarly information is disseminated
throughout the world. There is no doubt that this particular
innovation has changed the information usage of scien-
tists. Invariably, the role of the librarian has dramatically
changed to meet the 'vibrant electronic needs' of the
scientists and engineers. Electronic journals is greatly
affected not only the way information has spread, but also
the way in which electronic information is acquired and
how scientists, engineers, scholars and researchers seek
this needed information.

Many interesting surveys on faculties, students, scien-
tists and researchers conducted over time have shown that

journals and journal articles continue to be valued re-
sources. Today's scientists read from a wide variety of
sources, including print journals, electronic journals, e-
print servers and full text databases, however the amounts
for each vary with subject discipline and library collection
policies. Scientists greatly value library provided re-
sources and electronic journals that are meant to meet their

· Easier to get hold of material

· Extended range of material available electronically· Easier to keep updated in one's field of research

· Improved quality of work

· Inspired new ideas

· Greatly saved working time· Reduced time browsing in libraries

· Multi-user access, fast access

· 24 hour access

· Available before print

· Multiple file formats for downloading and storing
(PDF, RTF, DOC, HTML etc..)

· Enhanced access and visibility to scientific papers,

· Keeps current about global R and D etc.
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'specific discipline needs'. Over the last decade, it is
observed that all kinds of journals are available all over
the place. According to the Ulrich's PeriodicalsDirectory,
close to 80 percent of today' s active, peer-reviewed jour-
nals are now available in some digital form or the other.
A few of these are electronic only with no print equivalent,
but more are electronic journals that replicate print jour-
nals or add additional information and features to what are

available in a print version. So it can be expected that this
widespread availability of electronic journals and elec-
tronic separate articles will have some effect on the read-
ing and use patterns amongst the scholars. Yes, today's
electronic collections are definitely changing the reading
patterns over time, Boyce; King and Montgomeri [2004].

Access to electronicjournals and articles went through
three crucial evolutionary phases Tenopir, King and
Boyce [2003]:

· The Early Systems Phase: This space spans from
1990-1993 during which electronic journals began to
be published in earnest in CD-ROM and online. Librar-
ies were actually struggling with spiraling prices and
pressures of physical space and were hoping that the
emergence of electronic journals might be the answer
to these problems. During this phase, many publishers
were not ready to commit to publishing electronic
journals, but theemergence of a pre-print archive atLos
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) gained wide-
spread interest. During this systems phase, the emer-
gence of MOSAIC and the World Wide Web seemed
to trigger interest in electronic journals. This was fol-
lowed by

. The Evolving Systems Phase: During the late 1990's
through the current time, scientists accepted electronic
journals as an alternative to print journals. Based on a
search on the 2002 online edition of Ulrich's Interna-

tional Periodicals Directory, there were approximately
15,000 active, peer-reviewed titles, of which 12,000
were available electronically. Most of these electronic
journals were merely replicas of traditional print jour-
nals. During this evolving phase, libraries began to
expand their collections of electronic journals in paral-
lel with print or as a replacement to print. This phase
also produced alternative forms of journal articles:
many pre-print services emerged like the Energy Pre-
print Network Servers (which served as a gateway to
dozens of e-print servers). These e-print servers in-
cluded preprints of articles submitted to peer-reviewed
journals, final versions of published articles (post-

prints), and articles never submitted to journals. Also
separate electronic articles could be accessed through
the author's web site or the author's institutional re-

positories.

. The Advanced Systems Phase: Around mid 1990's
the American Astronautical Society (AAS) began de-
veloping an advanced system in conjunction with the
University of Chicago Press, based on support from
National Science Foundation and NASA; Boyce and
Dalterio [1996]; Boyce [1997]; Stevens-Rayburn and
Bouton [1998].This system development included col-
laboration with the NASA-support Astrophysics Data
System (ADS), Kurtz, et al. [2000] which simultane-
ously developed an effective, searchable abstract data-
base and complete, full text back files of the core
literature back to the mid 1880s. This complete system
included (i) extensive interlinking features, (ii) back-
ward and forward citations, (iii) a searchable abstract
database, (iv) published and original numeric data sets
(maintained in international astronomical databases)
and (v) moving graphics etc.

What trend do the Scientists' information seeking pat.
terns and use patterns of electronic journals indicate:
According to Tenopir and King [2001], use of electronic
journals saw a big jump in the last half of the 1990sand is
continuing to escalate. On an average, one-half to nearly
100 percent of scientists in a field use electronic journals
at least part of the time. In their study which spanned
almost over three decades, it was found that information
in journals serve many purposes for scientists in both
university and non-university settings. These scientists
reported that journal articles are highly important to their
work, more so than any other information resource. Sci-
entists are willing to pay a high price in their time as they
spend many hours reading scientific literature. Many more
scientists read than write, although university scientists
tend to both read and write more journal articles than do
scientists outside the university setting. The convenience
of desktop access tojournal articles allows all scientists to
read more, from a wider variety of sources, although there
is an upper limit on the time they can devote to reading.
This limit is reached whether the articles carry a fee or are
freely available. Finally, the information that scientistsget
from refereed journals results in improved performance,
as evidenced by the awards and accomplishments of sci-
entists who read more.

Evidence suggests that amount of reading and time
spent on reading by scientists have been relatively stable
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over the past 20 years, there have been some changes in
the ways in which scientists identify the articles they read
and there are appreciable differences in the sources of
these articles. Surveys from 1993 to 1998 show that sci-
entists identify articles they read by browsing through
journal issues or bound volumes, 62 percent of readings
are identified in this way, by automated searches accounts
for 12 percent, by having other person tell them about the
articles amounts to 11 percent, by using citations found in
other articles, books etc. adds up to 9 percent, or by other
means such as current awareness services, printed indexes,
and so on fills the remaining 6 percent. The same study
indicates that during the period 1993 to 1998, the scientists
surveyed averaged about 120 readings of scholarly articles
per year, Tenopir and King [2001]. In general, reading has
shifted from personal subscriptions to library-provided
journals, due in large part to a decline in the number of
personal subscriptions and to better library services. Re-
cent studies indicate they spend about 150 hours of read-
ings of scholarly articles per year.

There are a number of factors that influence informa-

tion-seeking and reading patterns, Tenopir and King
[2001]. Variation among scientists' communication pat-
terns is partially attributable to personal characteristics
such as one's discipline, levelof education and experience,
and general communication capabilities. There are also
situational factors as well, such as size ofthe organization,
level of research funding, amount of funds available for
information services, and availability and access to library
services.

These authors in an interesting study find that, scien-
tists read at least one article from an average of 18 schol-
arly journals. However, they tend to read only a few of
thesejournals extensively and most of them sparsely. For
example, across all journals read by scientists only five
percent of them are read more than 25 times by a scientist
(on average) and about 80 percent are read less than 10
times. The amount of reading of a journal has a major
bearing on whether it should be purchased, depending, of
course, on the price compared with the cost of using
alternative sources of the article. In the past, libraries have
been the principal alternative to purchasing journals.

What do the trends reflect? Since their birth in the Iih

century, 'Scientific scholarly journals have become the
most used type of publication and, for most fields of
science, the most inevitable, and the single most channel
of communication', Tenopir and King [200I].

Over the last 40 years, numerous studies have indi-
cated that journals are extensively read; the information
they contain is extremely useful for research, teaching and
life-long learning; and the information is valuable in terms
of the favourable outcomes from its use. All of these
factors have remained stable over the years.

Internet and Scholarly Scientific Communication

Julie Hallmark [1995] interlaia quotes Larry Star, As-
trophysicist by saying that "The Internet has been un-
doubtedly the most fundamental shift since Gutenberg's
invention of the printing press. The Net is basically a space
and time destroyer. It shrinks distance and time to zero.
It's as if all the world's scientists were in one room,
available at one computer. Needless to say, this is having
a profound impact on the way science is done". John Gage
[1982,2009], goes one more step in mentioning that "The
Internet is not a thing, a place, a single technology, or a
mode of governance. It is an agreement".

The coming of the Internet has totally transformed the
way scientific communication has spread among the sci-
entists and engineers in general across the world and more
specifically amongst the aerospace scientific community.
The Net has totally transformed the way scientists look for
their information, the various means by which they get
their required information from the Internet and most
importantly how much they depend on the Internet for
their scientific scholarly pursuits.

In this information explosion age, it is practically
impossible for an aerospace scientist or engineer to carry
out his research work without embracing the network and
Internet technologies. They greatly depend upon these
electronic innovation tools for accessing electronic infor-
mation resources in the form of e-journals related to aero-
space engineering right at their desktops. In fact, many of
the scientists in today's R and D organizations have the
unique privilege of downloading full-text e-journals right
at their desktops through their Organization's E-Con-
glomerate.

It is absolutely clear that the use of electronic media to
support scientific communication has undoubtedly been
one of the paradigm shifts in the practice of science in this
era. For a research scientist today, with access to the
Internet, working across continents in different time zones
and keeping in touch with his peers has indeed become a
reality due to the exponential growth of the telecommuni-
cation infrastructure that the world has witnessed. Most
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surprisingly, all this happens with very marginal costs of
communication.

According to King and Callahan [2003], 'Scholarly
communication can take place via a number of documen-
tary genres (as well as conversational genres) including
letters, memos, conference papers technical reports, dis-
sertations, primary articles, review essays, monographs,
and edited books. However, the primary scholarly litera-
ture is composed of articles (usually publishedjournals or
disseminated at conferences) and books'. The vast major-
ity of practical projects to use the Internet in enhancing the
communication of this primary research literature have
focused on articles. In addition, most of the research about
scholar's behavior with electronic media has also empha-
sized articles, especially those packaged as peer-reviewed
e-journals.

Many visible enthusiasts for e-journals, such as Oker-
son [1991; 2000] and Odlyzko [1995; 2002] rely upon a
Standard Model of e-journals and portray the transition of
journals from paper to electronic media as a relatively easy
process. The Internet is seen as a medium that will be able

.. to solve many ofthe difficulties associated with traditional
publishing.

With the coming of e-journals, there has been a signifi-
cant transformation by which scholarly information is
disseminated throughout the world. In fact, the arrival of
e-journals has greatly affected the way a scientist or an
engineer seeks this information, acquires it and then uses
it effectively.

Today, scientists and engineers have adopted elec-
tronic journals because of quick, easy access, and conven-
ience. Also, very little effort is required to retrieve
information from these e-journals.

Scholarly communication is very rapidly evolving.
The usage trend is leaning more and more towards elec-
tronic formats. In many of the scientific areas, it is also
observed that the electronic version of scientific publica-
tions is being read almost as often as the printed journals.
If this trend continues, many authors feel that in the years
to come the print versions of scientific publications will
more or less disappear. It is very clear that theWorld Wide
Web has very largely facilitated and propelled the emer-
gence of these electronic journals. In fact, with the arrival
of the electronic platform, some of the research studies
show that the range of scientificjournals read by scientists
has also increased rapidly. It has also been observed in

some major studies that a large number of scientists make
use of electronic journals at least part of their time. During
a research interview by Tenopir and King [2001], many of
the scientists have revealed that 'electronic journals' are
highly important to their work, more than any other infor-
mation resources. Today, scientists are even willing to pay
a high price for their time to spend many hours reading
electronic scientific literature. Their study also revealed
that the quality of information that a scientist gets from
refereed journals has greatly resulted in their improved
performance.

It is important to note that the scientists and engineers
in aerospace organizations are currently working on pro-
jects, which are of strategic importance to this country.
These scientists largely depend on rapid collection of
information from various 'electronic information re-
sources' .

Objectives of this Study

· To ascertain whether the percentage of preference of
scientific designations (grades, cadres) of the aerospace
scientists and engineers by the 'Extent of Use of Elec-
tronic Information resources' and the 'Purpose-of Use
of the Internet' are approximately the same.

· To study whether the different designations (grades,
cadres) of the aerospace scientists show similar patterns
of use with regard to the 'Extent of Use of Electronic
Information Resources' and the 'Purpose of Use of the
Internet' .

Sample Selection

The present study is restricted to the selected 16 promi-
nent aerospace organizations in Bangalore. A total number
of 650 survey questionnaires were distributed amongst the
aerospace scientists and engineers belonging to these or-
ganizations which were found suitable for the study. A
total number of 612 questionnaires were received back
finally 583 (89.7%) were selected for the study.

Methodology

The present study was spread over 16 aerospace or-
ganizations in Bangalore, through a questionnaire based
survey as a part of an ongoing doctoral research work at
the University of Mysore on studying the 'patterns of use
of electronic information resources' amongst the aero-
space scientists and Engineers, Guruprasad, R. and Ni-
kam, K. [2001]. In the present study, the authors have tried
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to study the 'Association of Scientific Designations (Cad-
res, Grades)' with the 'Extent of Use of Electronic Infor-
mation Resources' and the 'Purpose of the Use of the
Internet' .

Scores wereassigned for the responses of the question-
naire. The score ranges from 0-4, indicating that the score
of 0 means 'Do Not Use', I means 'Uncertain', 2 means
'Less Frequently', 3 means 'Frequently' and finally the
score of 4 means 'Most Frequently'.

Table-I shows the format of the questionnaire on a
scale of 0 to 4 with regard to the 'Frequency of Usage of
Electronic Information Resources'. Similarly, Table-2
shows the main purpose of the 'Use of the Internet' by the
Aerospace Scientists and Engineers.

Broad Classification of Occupation Categories of the
Aerospace Scientists and Engineers

When all the 625 questionnaire responses related to the
research survey were received (out of which 583 were
found fit for the study), the responses were updated using
the SPSS package spreadsheet. During this stage, the
different types of designations of the aerospace scientists
and engineers were broadly classified into 4 major catego-
ries, namely: (a) Scientific and R and D, (b) Armed Forces,
(c) Teaching and (d) Managerial.The details of the various
grades, cadres coming under these 4 main categories were
further classified based on the nature of occupation. Ta-
ble-3 gives the details of the broad occupational catego-
nes.

..

Association of Designations (Grades) of Aerospace
Scientists and Engineers with

'Extent of Use of Electronic Information Resources'
and the 'Purpose of the Use of the Internet'

This section compares the association of the various
grades of the aerospace scientists and engineers with the
'Extent of Electronic Information Resources'. Table-4

highlights the association of the various grades (designa-
tions) of the aerospace scientists and engineers by the
'Extent of Use of Electronic Information Resources', viz.,

Table-! : Frequency of Usage of Electronic
Information Resources

I E-Journals 4 3 2 I 0

2 E-Databases 4 3 2 1 0

3 E-Books 4 3 2 I 0

4 E-Technical Reports 4 3 2 I 0

5 E-Conference/ 4 3 2 I 0
Meeting Proceedings

6 E-Drawings 4 3 2 I 0

7 E-Specifications 4 3 2 I 0

8 E-Computer 4 3 2 I 0
ProlITams

4 -Most Frequently; 3 -Frequently;
2 -Less Frequently; I -Uncertain; 0 -Do Not Use

Table-2 : To What Purnose Do ,ou Use the Internet

I For sending and 4 3 2 I 0
receivinl! E-Mail

2 For entertainment 4 3 2 1 0

3 For collecting general 4 3 2 I 0
information

4 For accessing 4 3 2 I 0
electronic information
resources like (E-
Journals, E-Books, E-
Databases. etc.)

5 For writing research 4 3 2 I 0
Iproposals/projects

6 To download software 4 3 2 I 0
for scientific research

7 For collaborative 4 3 2 I 0
research work

8 To access audio/visual 4 3 2 I 0
materials

9 To access OPAC 4 3 2 I 0

(Online public access
catalol!)

10 For participating in 4 3 2 I 0
discussion forums

11 For participating in 4 3 2 I 0
news I!rOUDS

4 - Most Frequently; 3 - Frequently;
2 - Less FreCluentlv;I - Uncertain; 0 - Do Not Use

. e-Books

. e-Journals

. e-Databases

. e-Technical Reports
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Table-3 : Broad Classification of Occunational Cate20ries of Aerospace Scientists and Emrlneers
Sl. No. Broad Occupational Categories Details of GradeslDesignations Coming under the Various

Occupational Categories

I Scientific and Rand D Category Scientist B, Scientist C, Scientist D, Scientist E,
Scientist El, Scientist E2, Scientist F, Scientist G,
Scientist A I, Scientist B I, Scientist C I, Deputy Secretary Grade,
Junior Technical Assistant, Scientists -Managerial Cadre (Inter-
Onranizational Collaborative Proiects)

2 Armed Forces Category Doctor, Squadron Leader, Wing Commander, Group Captain, Captain,
Lieutenant Colonel, Flight Lieutenant, Maior

3 Teaching Category Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant Professors,
Principal Research Scientist, Senior Scientific Officers,
Research Scholars

4 Manager Category Dy. General Manager-Grade 7, Chief Manager-Grade 6,
Senior Manager-Grade 5, Manager-Grade 4, Dy. Manager-Grade 3,
Engineer-Grade 2, Assistant Engineer-Grade I

Table-4 : Association of Grades (Desilmations) Versus Extent Use of Electronic Information Resources

Grade Wise Grade (Designation) Versus Extent of Use of Electronic Information Resources
Total

, Distribution Do not Use Uncertain Less Frequently Frequently Most Frequently
ScAI o (0.0) 1 (16.7) 2 (33.3) 3 (50.0) o (0.0) 6 (100.0)

Sc Bl o (0.0) o (0.0) o (0.0) 1 (100.0) o (0.0) 1 (100.0)
ScB 6 (6.2) 7 (7.2) 35 (36.1) 37 (38.1) 12 (12.4) 97 (l00.0)

ScC 1 (1.6) 8 (12.5) 27 (42.2) 19 (29.7) 9 (14.1) 64 (l00.0)
ScD o (0.0) o (0.0) 7 (38.9) 9 (50.0) 2(11.1) 18 (100.0)

ScE 3 (15.0) 1 (5.0) 4 (20.0) 10 (50.0) 2 (10.0) 20 (100.0)

ScEI 2 (7.1) 3 (10.7) 14 (50.0) 7 (25.0) 2 (7.1) 28 (100.0)

ScE2 0(0.0) 1 (7.1) 10 (71.4) 2 (14.3) 1 (7.1) 14 (100.0)

ScF 1 (1.9) 7 (13.2) 22 (41.5) 17 (321.1) 6 (11.3) 53 (100.0)

ScG o (0.0) 4(17.4) 8 (34.8) 10 (43.5) 1 (4.3) 23 (100.0)

Dv. Secv o (0.0) o (0.0) o (0.0) 1 (100.0) o CO.O) 1 (100.0)

Flight Lt. o CO.O) 1 (12.5) 6 (75.0) 1 (12.5) o (0.0) 8 (l00.0)

San. Ldr. 1 (5.6) 4 (22.2) 8 (44.4) 4 (22.2) 1 (5.6) 18 (100.0)

Wg. Cdr 1 (3.1) 2 (6.2) 14 (43.8) 12 (37.5) 3 (9.4) 32 (l00.0)

Gp. Capt 1 (14.3) 3 (42.9) 3 (42.9) o (0.0) 0(0.0) 7 (100.0)

Caot o (0.0) I (33.3) 2 (66.7) o (0.0) o (0.0) 3 (100.0)

Maior o (0.0) o (0.0) 4 (80.0) 1 (20.0) o CO.O) 5 (100.0)

Lt. Col o (0.0) o (0.0) 0(0.0) 2 (100.0) o (0.0) 2 (100.0)

Doctor o (0.0) o (0.0) 4 (66.7) 2 (33.3) o CO.O) 6 (100.0)

Res. Scholar 0(0.0) 1 (5.0) 6 (30.0) 8 (40.0) 5 (25.0) 20 (100.0)
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Grade Wise
Distribution

Sr. Sc. Offers

Principal
Research Sc.

Assoc. Prof

9 (11.8) 10 (13.2) 31 (40.8) 23 (30.3) 3 (3.9) 76 (100.0)

Total
Percenta~e

Ch-Square
and P Value

Key! : Extent of Use of Electronic Information Resources :
1 : e-Books, 2: e-Journals, 3: e-Databases, 4: e-Technical Reports, 5: e-Conference Proceedings,
6 : e-Drawings, 7: e-Specifications, 8: Computer Programs
Kev2 : Fil!Ures in Brackets indicate Percentaees

x2 = 156.599, P Value =0.0438

· e-Conference I Meeting Proceedings

· e-Drawings

· e-Specifications and

· e-Computer programs

· For accessing Electronic Information Resources like
(e-Journals, e-Books, e-Databases, etc.)

· For writing research proposals I projects

· To download software for scientific research· For collaborative research work

The detailed percentage wise distribution with respec-

tive X2 values and P values are indicated in the table.
Similarly, Table-5 highlights the association of the various
grades (designations) of the Aerospace Scientists and En-
gineers by the 'Purpose of Use of the Internet' , viz.,

· To access audio I visual materials

· To access OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog)

· For participating in discussion forums, and

· For participating in News Groups

· For sending and receiving e-mail

· For entertainment Null Hypothesis: At the beginning ofthe research survey,
a 'null hypothesis' was proposed stating that, there is no
association between the various grades (designations) of· For collecting general information

,-
~
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Table-S: Associationof Grades (Desil!nations)Versus Purpose of Useof the Internet
GradeWise Grade(Designation)YersusPurposeof Useof the Internet

TotalDistribution Do not Use Uncertain Less FreQuently FreQuently Most Frequently
SeAl o (0.0) o (0.0) 2 (33.3) 3 (50.0) 1(16.7) 6 (100.0)
Se Bl o (0.0) o (0.0) o (0.0) o (0.0) 1(100.0) 1(100.0)
SeB 3 (3.1) 28 (28.9) 57 (58.8) 9 (9.3) o (0.0) 97 (100.0)
SeC 10.6) 5 (7.8) 25 (39.1) 27 (42.2) 6 (9.4) 64 (100.0)
SeD o (0.0) o (0.0) 9 (50.0) 7 (38.9) 2(1Ll) 18(100.0)
SeE o (0.0) 3 (15.0) 7 (35.0) 8 (40.0) 2 (10.0) 20 (100.0)
ScEl o (0.0) 3 (10.7) 14(50.0) 11(39.3) o (0.0) 28 (100.0)
Se E2 o (0.0) o (0.0) 9 (64.3) 4 (28.6) 1(7.1) 14000.0)
Se F 5 (9.4) 24 (45.3) 23 (43.4) 1(1.9) 0(0.0) 53 (100.0)
ScG o (0.0) 1(4.3) 13(56.5) 9 (39.1) o (0.0) 23 (100.0)

Dy.Secy o (0.0) o (0.0) o (0.0) 1(100.0) o (0.0) I (100.0)
Fli!!htLt. o (0.0) 0(0.0) 3 (37.5) 4 (50.0) 1(12.5) 8 (100.0)
SQn.Ldr. o (0.0) 20Ll) 8 (44.4) 7 (38.9) 1(5.6) 18(100.0)

Wg.Cdr o (0.0) 2 (6.2) 10(31.3) 17(53.1) 3 (9.4) 32 (100.0)
Go.Caot o (0.0) o (0.0) 4(57.1) 3 (42.9) o (0.0) 7 (lOO.Q)

Caot o (0.0) o (0.0) 2 (66.7) 1(33.3) o (0.0) 3 (100.0)

Maior o (0.0) o (0.0) 2 (40.0) 3 (60.0) o (0.0) 5 (100.0)
Lt. Col o (0.0) o (0.0) 1(50.0) 1(50.0) o (0.0) 2 (100.0)
Doctor o (0.0) o (0.0) 2 (33.3) 4 (66.7) o (0.0) 6 (100.0)

Res.Scholar o (0.0) o (0.0) 3 (15.0) 15(75.0) 2 (10.0) 20 (100.0)
Sr. Se.Offers o (0.0) o (0.0) I (33.3) 2 (66.7) o (0.0) 3 (100.0)

Principal o (0.0) o (0.0) o (0.0) 1(100.0) o (0.0) 1(100.0)
Research Se.

Assoc. Prof o (0.0) o (0.0) 2 (40.0) 3 (60.0) o (0.0) 5 (100.0)
Prof. o (0.0) o (0.0) 3 (37.5) 4 (50.0) 1(12.5) 8 (100.0)

AEGr.l o (0.0) 1(50.0) I (50.0) o (0.0) o (0.0) 2 (100.0)
(Mgr. Gr. 1)

EngrGr.2 I (1.3) 13(17.1) 32 (42.1) 26 (34.2) 4 (5.3) 76 (100.0)
(MgrGr.2)

Dy MgrGr.3 0(0.0) 3 (23.1) 4 (30.8) 5 (38.5) 1(7.7) 13(100.0)
M!!:rGr.4 1(4.0) 4 (16.0) 9 (36.0) 8 (32.0) 3 (12.0) 25 (100.0)
SM-Gr.5 o (0.0) 1(12.5) 4 (50.0) 3 (37.5) o (0.0) 8000.0)

Ch.MgrGr.6 0(0.0) 3 (30.0) 4 (40.0) 3 (30.0) o (0.0) 10(100.0)
DGM-Gr.7 o (0.0) o (0.0) 1(25.0) 3 (75.0) o (0.0) 4 (100.0)
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Table-5 : Association of Grades

Grade Wise I Grade
Distribution

Jr Tech Asst

Trainee

Total
Percent

Total

Chi-Square I X2 = 124.452, P Value =0.5722
and P Value

Key! : Purpose of Use of the Internet:
I : For sending and receiving e-mail, 2: For entertainment, 3: For collecting general information
4: For accessing Electronic Information Resources like (e-Journals, e-Books, e-Databases, etc),
5 : For writing research proposals/projects, 6: To download software for scientific research,
7: For collaborative research work, 8: To access audio/visual materials, 9: To access OPAC (Online Public Access
Catalog), 10: For participating in discussion forums, and II: For participating in News Groups
Kev2 : Fieures in Brackets indicate Percenta2es

the Aerospace Scientists and Engineers, with the 'Extent
Use of Electronic Information Resources' and the 'Pur-

pose of the Use of the Internet'.

Conclusions

The main conclusions that the authors would like to
draw from this study are:

· The X2 test indicates that the different grades (designa-
tions) of the aerospace scientists and engineers (Chi-
Square =156.599, P =0.0438) by the 'Use of Electronic
Information Resources' have significant association,
and 'Purpose of Use of the Internet' (Chi-Square =
124.452, P =0.5722) have no significant association.
This implies that percentages of preference for these
different grades (designations) of aerospace scientists
and engineers by the 'Extent of Use of Electronic
Information Resources' are not approximately the
same and the 'Purpose of Use of the Internet' are
approximately the same.

· Hence, the authors infer that the 'Extent of Use of
Electronic Information Resources' show a dissimilar
pattern of use, and the 'Purpose of Use of the Internet'
show a similar pattern of use amongst the aerospace
scientists and engineers with regard to the different
designations/grades of the selected 16 aerospace or-
ganizations.

Key:

ADA =Aeronautical Development Agency
AFTC =Air Force Technical College
ADE =Aeronautical Development Establishment
ASTE =Aircraft Systems Testing Establishment
CABS =Centre for Airborne Systems
CEMILAC =Centre for Military Airworthiness and

Certification
C-MMACS=Centre for Mathematical Modeling and

Computer Simulation
DARE =Defense Avionics Research Establishment
LRDE =Electronics and Radar Development

Establishment
=Gas Turbine Research Establishment
=Hindustan Aeronautics Limited

=Institute of Aerospace Medicine
=Indian Space Research Organization

GTRE
HAL
lAM
ISRO/
ISTRAC
IISc
JNCASR

=Indian Institute of Science
= Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced

Scientific Research .

=National Aerospace LaboratoriesNAL
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Golden Jubilee Celebration of HF-24 (Marut)
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HF-24, rechristened as the Marut was designed by a well known Focke Wolf Designer, Prof Kurt Tank. It
was a sight to behold a treat for the eyes. On 17 Jun 1961, with Gp Capt Suranjan Das at the controls, the
HF-24 Tail number BR 462 took to the air. The first official flight of the Marut was on 24 Jun 1961.On 10
May 1964 the first Maruts were handed over to the lAP. HAL built 129 single seaters and 18 trainers from
1964 to 1977. The first Marut squadron was formed on 01 Apr 1967 at Jamnagar when No 10 Sqn, was
formed with Wg Cdr VK Murthy as the first Marut Boss. In early 1969 it moved to Pune. The pilots, who
flew it then, fondly remember it as a stable and wonderful weapons platform. In Dec 1970 the squadrons
moved to Jodhpur which became the Marut hub. By mid 1971, with upheaval in the neighbourhood, the
squadrons were tasked to operate six aircraft detachments from Uttarlai. The squadrons received four Vir
Chakras and a Mention in Despatches. The third and last Marut squadron was 31 Squadron that converted
in Mar 1974and then moved to Jodhpur. All three squadrons remained there till the very end. Interestingly,
FIt Lt Sudhir Batra also recalls that on 22 Sep 1979, he ejected from a Marut Trainer, while on a ferry and
also became the first Marut squadron pilot to clock 1,000hours on type that day. The meltdown started from
Jun 1980.The last sortie of the aircraft was flown on 08 Oct 1984on the Air Force Day by Wg Cdr Vikram
Pethia. A beautiful and versatile aircraft retired gracefully. She now rests, in all her majesty, on display at
the Air Force Academy, Dundigal. The aircraft has completed Golden Jubilee from the day of inception.

Marut was the "Wind Spirit" - the men involved with her were the heart of that spirit.


